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ROVO XZ 7030 A
    	Comfort synchro-mechanism, high backrest with headrest, armrests, polished aluminium base, chrome castors.    
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ROVO XZ 7030 A
    	Comfort synchro-mechanism, high backrest with headrest, armrests, polished aluminium base, chrome castors.    
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ROVO XZ 7020 A
    	Comfort synchro-mechanism, high backrest, armrests, polished aluminium base, chrome castors.    
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ROVO XZ


A statement

Straight, destinctive design and first-class seating comfort are the characteristics of this executive armchair program. That‘s why ROVO XZ offers the best of everything. The equipment is optimized point by point for ergonomic working. The comfort synchro-mechanism offers a relaxed working position, which is even intensified by seat tilt adjustment, variable front edge and seat depth adjustment. In the lumbar aera the back is supported by AIR PLUS. more


The upholstery structure in the seat is made of mini-spring boxes and viscoelastic ROVO PUR foam which has a pressure relieving effect and adapts to the body shape by weight and temperature. Natural, finest tanned nappa leathers are noble and guarantee a really soft touch. They can be equipped with interesting coloured double seams.
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Model variants
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Model 7020
    	high backrest    
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Model 7030
    	high back and headrest    




High backrest, with or without headrest.
Your demand for comfort decides.














Equipment


Comfort synchro-mechanism, tension control adjustment by use of a crank. Seat angle adjustment. Seat depth adjustment (sliding seat). Seat height adjustment with shock absorber system. Lumbar support (AIR PLUS system) adjustable. Seat cushion with spring seat and viscoelastic ROVO-PUR-FOAM (pressure reducing). Comfort upholstery with elastic zones in the back. Motion-integrated and upholstereed armrests. Aluminum base polished. Premium castors from zinc diecast for hard and soft flooring. Model 7030 A with headrest, height adjustable.





Further options  
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    	Seams in different colors.    





















Downloads



Instructions for use  




	
ROVO XZ (503.0 KiB)












Test reports  




	
FACTS - Certificate - ROVO XZ (668.8 KiB)
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The matching visitor chair


All visitor chairs can be individually configured according to the equipment options.




To the visitor chair
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Cookie and data protection information

This website uses cookies to enable certain functions and to improve the website.
        




Essential

Show details
Hide details


We only use technically necessary cookies that are required to operate the homepage. For further information about the cookies used, please refer to the following description:
                                                    

Contao HTTPS CSRF Token
Protects against cross-site request forgery attacks.
                                                                    
Storage duration: This cookie remains only for the current browser session.







PHP SESSION ID
Saves the current PHP session.
                                                                    
Storage duration: This cookie remains only for the current browser session.







Remember me
Saves the login status of a user.
                                                                    
Storage duration: infinite, until the cache is cleared
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